Assessment and Comparison of Homogeneity and Conformity Indexes in Step-and-Shoot and Compensator-Based Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) and Three-Dimensional Conformal Radiation Therapy (3D CRT) in Prostate Cancer

Abstract
Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D CRT) are two treatment modalities in prostate cancer, which provide acceptable dose distribution in tumor region with sparing the surrounding normal tissues. IMRT is based on inverse planning optimization; in which, intensity of beams is modified by using multileaf collimators and also compensators with optimum shapes in step and shoot (SAS) and compensator-based method, respectively. In the recent study, some important parameters were compared in two IMRT and 3D CRT methods. Prescribed dose was 80 Gy for both IMRT procedures and 70 Gy for 3D CRT. Treatment plans of 15 prostate cancer candidates were compared to target the minimum dose, maximum dose, V 76 Gy (for IMRT plans) V 66.5 Gy (for 3D CRT), mean dose, conformity index (CI), and homogeneity index (HI). Dose conformity in compensators-based IMRT was better than SAS and 3D CRT. The same outcome was also achieved for homogeneity index. The target coverage was achieved 95% of prescribed dose to 95% of planning target volume (PTV) in 3D CRT and 95% of prescribed dose to 98% of PTV in IMRT methods. IMRT increases maximum dose of tumor region, improves CI and HI of target volume, and also reduces dose of organs at risks.
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Background
Prostate cancer is the third most common cancer in men and the second most lethal cancer in the United States, people diagnosed with this cancer is increasing worldwide.[1,2] Radiation therapy is one of the treatments that the tumor cells are destructed by high-energy radiation. The most crucial point in this treatment is to deliver 100% of the prescribed dose of 100% of the tumor volume homogeneously and to reduce the dose of the adjacent healthy tissues such as bladder, rectum, and femoral head.[3]

Nowadays, various radiation therapy methods are used, such as three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D CRT), intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), intensive modulation arc therapy, and volumetric modulation arc therapy. But out of the above techniques, 3D CRT and IMRT are the most accessible and applied in many radiotherapy centers around the world.[3]

IMRT is an established treatment for prostate cancer, since it has the theoretical advantage of an increased flexibility in highly conformal plans by using several numbers of radiation fields and modulated beams. Besides, IMRT provides a specific sparing of organs at risk (OAR) such as rectum, bladder, and femoral head.[4] It is based on an inverse planning optimization, which modulates the intensity of beams via multileaf collimators (MLC) in step and shoot (SAS) IMRT technique and by a compensator with optimum shapes, for compensator-based IMRT.[3,4]

IMRT with a conventional linear accelerator equipped MLC was adapted to treat the prostate cancer in 1995 (of course IMRT by compensator was being performed earlier).[5] In SAS IMRT, the MLC leaves stay immobile during irradiation, and move...
to reshape the beam while the radiation is turned off. Advantages of this technique include precise delivery of dose, easy verification, and general availability; although a prolonged treatment time is its drawback, radiation has to be constantly switched on and off to allow MLC leaves to reshape.

Compensator-based is another method of IMRT for delivering high amount of radiation dose to tumors inside patients’ body. In this method, the modulated radiation for a certain therapeutic field with a single invariant beam is obtained by compensators with the specific shapes, which have been designed by Treatment Planning System (TPS), based on patient’s computed tomography (CT) scans. Modulators are milled similar to the tumor shape and size, and made of specific alloys such as brass, which is immobile during the treatment time and has not technical problems like temporal fluctuations of smaller sub-fields.

3D CRT is a sophisticated procedure that starts with the obtained, personalized, CT scans of the tumor and normal tissues. These images are utilized for treatment planning to deliver highly precise conformed dose distribution to the target region and to spare healthy tissues. Conformation of dose distribution with tumor structure causes 3D CRT to raise the control rate of tumor while reducing negative side effects; thus this technique is used to treat patients with the complex tumor shapes. Generally, the aim of the 3D CRT planning is not only to provide adequate dose coverage of planned target volume (PTV) and to deliver a homogeneous dose distribution but also to spare OARs and planning organ at risk volumes.

To investigate of recent aim in treatment planning, dose volume histogram (DVH) curves are handy and useful tools that are used to define 3D dose distribution inside the treatment volume to indicate the highest, lowest, and average dose values delivered to each volume of interest. Using DVH as a mighty analyzing tool, interpretation of dose distribution in target volume would be very simple, because it shows the isodose curves around specific percentage of target volume and healthy tissues. The homogeneity index (HI) and conformity index (CI) are also appropriate tools to treatment plan analysis in 3D CRT and IMRT.

In this study, two IMRT methods were compared with 3D CRT of prostate cancer by evaluating the HI and CI as well as DVH curves.

**Procedure**

**Target delineation**

Initially, the CT scans with 3 mm thickness were obtained from 15 prostate cancer candidates in supine position. Digital imaging and communications in medicine images were transferred to the Module Integrated Radiotherapy System (MIRS) version 5.0.00 TCS; Then clinical target volume (CTV) was considered as prostate gland with seminal vesicles and contoured by radiation oncologist. In SAS technique and compensator-based IMRT, the PTV was determined by three-dimensional margin of 10 mm around the CTV and 8 mm towards rectum posteriorly. The PTV also defined by adding margin of 10 mm around CTV like IMRT techniques and 6 mm to the rectum in 3D CRT. All treatment plans were done by a medical physicist and approved by radiation oncologist.

**Planning details and dose prescriptions**

A clinical linear accelerator (Elekta, Precise Model, United Kingdom), which produced three energies (6, 10, and 18 MV) and integrated with 80 pairs of leaves (MLC) was used for SAS IMRT and 3D CRT. The therapeutic fields were the same for three methods in term of the directions and beam of views [Table 1]. The prescribed dose in both IMRT and 3D CRT was considered 80 and 70 Gy. Dose volume constraints (DVCs) selected in IMRT methods is shown in Table 2, and five fields with the same weight (40 cGy for each beam) in 3D CRT were determined for all techniques.

**Homogeneity and conformity indexes**

Dose homogeneity indicates the uniformity of dose distribution within the target volume, and dose conformity is defined as the ratio between the PTV and the irradiated volume at specified prescription dose. Generally, the dose conformity and uniformity were measured and estimated according to International Commission on Radiation Unit and Measurement (ICRU) 83.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Field 1</th>
<th>Field 2</th>
<th>Field 3</th>
<th>Field 4</th>
<th>Field 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gantry angles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: DVCs for SAS and compensator IMRT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>DVC (cGy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PTV             | Dose max = 8160  
|                 | Dose min = 7840 |
| Rectum          | D60 ≤ 4560  
|                 | D30 ≤ 7200  
|                 | D5 ≤ 8000  |
| Bladder         | D50 ≤ 5680  
|                 | D20 ≤ 6800  
|                 | D5 ≤ 8000  |
| Right femur head| D50 ≤ 5680  |
| Left femur head | D50 ≤ 5680  |
The CI defined as following:

\[ CI(\text{ref}) = \frac{V_{95\%}}{\text{Volume of PTV}} \] (1)

\( V_{95\%} \) is the volume of PTV covered by at least 95% of prescribed dose.

The HI defined as following:\[ HI = \frac{D_{2\%} - D_{98\%}}{D_{50\%}} \] (2)

\( D_{2\%}, D_{98\%}, \) and \( D_{50\%} \) are the received dose by 2%, 98%, and 50% of target volume.

**CRT treatment planning**

A treatment plan was administrated by using five fields, which were set up to minimize the received dose to rectum, bladder, right and left femur heads, and to maximize the target dose coverage for 3D CRT. The radiant beams were applied to acquire adequate dose coverage for whole PTV while critical organs were shielded by MLC without compromising PTV covering. Weight of each beams was adjusted the same to optimize coverage and improve homogeneity of dose distribution in PTV, which received at least 95% (66.50 Gy) of the prescribed dose.

**IMRT treatment planning**

Treatment plans were prepared to achieve the minimum criteria (98% of PTV receives 95% of the prescribed dose in both IMRT techniques). In therapeutic fields of SAS IMRT, 11 subfields were defined whereas in compensator-based IMRT, each patient had the unique compensator for therapeutic fields. The dose constraints of the target and critical organs for both IMRT methods are mentioned in Table 2. DVHs were utilized to calculate the volumes received mean \( (D_{50\%}) \), maximum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of treatment</th>
<th>Energy (MV)</th>
<th>Maximum dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Minimum dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Mean dose (Gy)</th>
<th>PTV (L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD = ±3%</td>
<td>SD = ±3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensator IMRT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>84.26*</td>
<td>74.85*</td>
<td>83.85*</td>
<td>0.42923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>83.97*§</td>
<td>74.85*</td>
<td>81.86*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>85.82*</td>
<td>78.4*§</td>
<td>81.82*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS IMRT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.14*</td>
<td>73.08*</td>
<td>80.78*</td>
<td>0.42923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85.29*§</td>
<td>72.94*</td>
<td>80.58*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>85.29*</td>
<td>73.08*§</td>
<td>80.41*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D CRT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>71.07</td>
<td>0.41894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>75.97</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>70.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>74.18</td>
<td>61.29</td>
<td>70.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant between IMRT methods and 3D CRT \((P < 0.05)\).

\( § \)Significant between two IMRT methods \((P < 0.05)\).

Results

Treatment planning was performed in all methods as mentioned before, while directions and beam of views were the same with three energies (6, 10, and 18 MV) and

![Figure 1: Sagittal section of dose distribution in (A) compensator IMRT, (B) SAS IMRT, and (C) 3D CRT](image)
five fields [Table 1]. DVCs were determined by radiation oncologist based on acceptable radiation doses for PTV and OARs. Maximum and minimum received dose and also $D_x$ were ascertained for PTV and OARs, respectively [Table 2]. Target coverage in IMRT methods and 3D CRT as well as $D_{\text{max}}$, $D_{\text{min}}$, and $D_{\text{mean}}$ of PTV were extracted from DVH curves, and finally HI and CI were calculated in three energies [Table 3].

On the basis of Table 3, $D_{\text{max}}$ (hot spot) in PTV in 3D CRT is significantly higher than that in two other IMRT methods in all energies. Between IMRTs, $D_{\text{max}}$ in SAS was higher than that in compensator IMRT in 6 and 10 MV. 3D CRT and compensator IMRT showed the lowest and highest $D_{\text{min}}$ in PTV, respectively, in all energies while there was a significant difference in $D_{\text{min}}$ between two IMRT methods in 18 MV. Substantially, $D_{\text{mean}}$ in PTV in IMRT methods was higher than that in 3D CRT.

The dose distribution in sagittal sections is shown for 10 MV in three methods [Figure 1]. In IMRT methods, the OARs (rectum and bladder) spared more and received $D_{95\%}$ less than that in 3D CRT, and the coverage of prostate with $D_{95\%}$ was more acceptable in both IMRT approaches.

DVH curves of a treatment plan of prostate were calculated in all three methods in Figure 2. In DVH curves, some organs such as bone, seminal vesicles, right and left femur, prostate, bladder, and rectum were determined.

The volume of PTV covered by 95% of prescribed dose ($V_{95\%}$) increased significantly in compensator IMRT in all energies (97.06, 97, and 96.97), but it had a steady state in all energies in SAS method. $V_{95\%}$ in the latest approach was more than that in 3D CRT in all energies except 6 MV [Figure 3]. HI and CI were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2), correspondingly. The HI values had no significant difference in 6 and 10 MV between IMRT methods and 3D CRT, but in 18 MV, there was a meaningful decrease in compensator...
IMRT method rather than that in two other approaches [Figures 4 and 5]. Since HI = 0 is optimum, recent results revealed that compensator IMRT improves homogeneity rather than SAS IMRT and 3D CRT especially in high energies (18 MV); however HI values were almost constant in all energies in 3D CRT and SAS method, but it decreased with energy increasing in compensator IMRT [Figure 4].

CI values were higher in compensator IMRT in all energies, and there was no significant difference between CI values in SAS IMRT and 3D CRT. As CI equals to one is optimum, compensator IMRT also has shown the best outcome [Figure 5].

**Conclusion**

In this study, calculated HI and CI by DVH curves were assessed in compensator and SAS IMRT of prostate cancer and compared with 3D CRT as a conformal method. Treatment plans were accomplished for all patients by a medical physicist and approved by a radiation oncologist. In all treatment plans, five fields were applied with the same gantry angles [Table 1] and DVCs in IMRT methods. The sagittal sections of three methods clearly showed the concave PTV coverage and exclusion of rectum and bladder during optimization by SAS and compensator IMRT while further volume of OARs like rectum and bladder received more radiation dose in 3D CRT treatment plans. Our results showed that preliminary goals of study (receiving the 95% of prescribed dose to 98% and 95% of the PTV, respectively) were achieved in compensator IMRT and 3D CRT, while these criteria were not obtained in SAS IMRT.

Generally, 3D CRT treatment plans showed several hotspots near the rectum and bladder wall, although these hot spots were in the acceptable limitation; dose distribution in IMRT methods showed better PTV coverage and sparing of OARs.

CI and HI values were acceptable in IMRT methods; thus we could mention that the arrangement of beams with compound use in IMRT improved homogeneity and conformity and reduced the volume of OARs. Briefly, parameters of CI and HI were the foremost in the compensator-based IMRT.

Homogeneity index improves in IMRT in complicated treatment plans as reported by Fisher et al. IMRT technique enhances normal tissue sparing and drops late effects, so patient’s quality of life improves. The potential advantages of IMRT technique over 3D CRT and conventional techniques are (1) reaching to the optimal dose distribution inside the tumor volume and (2) decreasing the received dose by healthy tissues; these abilities are expected to translate into improved outcomes and reduced toxicity. Because of beam modulation during optimization compared to 3D CRT, hotspots reduces while skin dose does not increase noticeably. Between two IMRT techniques, compensators (physical attenuators) are not sophisticated and without some problems such as lead positioning accuracy, interleaf leakage and transmission, rounded leaf, and finally tongue-and-groove effect that are inherent in MLC systems. Ung et al. performed a planning study to assess dosimetric effect of systematic MLC positioning errors in SAS IMRT of prostate cancer. Their results showed dosimetric changes in end point dose of PTV and OARs (rectum and bladder) from 1 to 2.5% and reduction of CI because of synchronized MLC perturbation of 1 mm. There are some obstacles in dose calculation in compensator IMRT such as beam hardening and scatter from the filter, as Bartrum et al. showed that compensator factor would increase with raising beam quality index (TPR 20, 10) in compensator IMRT.

All in all, IMRT approaches represented better homogeneity and conformity over 3D CRT and in comparison of two IMRT methods, all acceptable results can be achieved in compensator IMRT. Considering exploiting more sophisticated and costly facilities in SAS method, compensator-based can be accomplished as a suitable technique in IMRT of prostate cancer. In conclusion, results of this study showed that both IMRT methods provide better target coverage in comparison of 3D CRT. In SAS technique, maximum dose reduced compared with compensator-based IMRT while, in the later method, CI and HI improved; it must be mentioned that 3D CRT also had the acceptable HI and CI results.
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